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	Quickly build attractive, user-friendly web applications using Oracle's free ADF Essentials toolkit


	Overview

	
		Quickly build compete applications with business services, page flows, and data-bound pages without programming
	
		Use Java to implement any business rule or application logic
	
		Choose the right architecture for high productivity and maintainability
	
		Follow a common example application that illustrates the key concepts throughout the book



	In Detail


	With ADF, Oracle gives you the chance to use the powerful tool used by Oracle’s own developers. Modern enterprise applications must be user-friendly, visually attractive, and fast performing. Oracle Fusion Applications are just that; but to get the desired output you need proven methods to use this powerful and flexible tool to achieve success in developing your enterprise applications.


	"Developing Web Applications with Oracle ADF Essentials" explains all you need to know in order to build good-looking, user-friendly applications on a completely free technology stack. It explains the highly productive, declarative development approach that will literally have your application running within a few hours, as well as how to use Java to add business logic.


	"Developing Web Applications with Oracle ADF Essentials" tells you how to develop and deploy web application applications based on the highly productive and free Oracle ADF Essentials framework. You will first learn how to build business services on top of database tables, and then how to easily build a web application using these services. You will see how to visually design the flow through your application with ADF task flows, and how to use Java programming to implement business logic. Using this book, you can start building and deploying advanced web applications on a robust, free platform quickly.


	Towards the end, you will be ready to build real-world ADF Essentials applications and will be able to consider yourself an ADF Essentials journeyman.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Set up a complete, free development environment with MySQL, GlassFish, JDeveloper, and ADF Essentials
	
		Create business services based on database tables – without programming
	
		Visually design your application with ADF task flows
	
		Build application pages with advanced user interface components, automatically mapping them to business services
	
		Add business logic with regular Java programming, working with user interface elements and database data
	
		Divide your application into reusable ADF libraries for efficient development in larger teams
	
		Debug your application through all layers of the architecture
	
		Implement role-based security
	
		Set up automated build processes
	
		Package and deploy your application to test and production environments



	Approach


	"Developing Web Applications with Oracle ADF Essentials" covers the basics of Oracle ADF and then works through more complex topics such as debugging and logging features and JAAS Security in JDeveloper as the reader gains more skills. This book will follow a tutorial approach, using a practical example, with the content and tasks getting harder throughout.
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Java 8 Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		When you need quick answers for developing or debugging Java programs, this pocket guide provides a handy reference to standard features of the Java programming language and its platform. You’ll find helpful programming examples, tables, figures, and lists, as well as Java 8 features such as Lambda Expressions and the Date and...
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Value Investing TodayMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Value investing isn't about excitement, or headline-making discoveries, or any of the other things that light up journalists' eyes and stockbrokers' phones. Value investing is instead about companies with solid business fundamentals that, for whatever reason, have a current stock price that is less than their intrinsic value. It is about looking...
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Fixed-Mobile Wireless Networks Convergence: Technologies, Solutions, ServicesCambridge University Press, 2008
This practical book is for anyone who needs to understand the solutions that allow multimedia communications between mobile networks and fixed wireless communications. It presents the fundamentals of individual fixed and mobile wireless technologies in terms of architectures, standards, management capabilities and quality of service issues, is...
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Mastering Mambo: E-Commerce, Templates, Module Development, SEO, Security, and PerformancePackt Publishing, 2005
If you type "Mambo" into a search engine, you get a ton of hits. Testing this with Google
resulted in almost six million references. But only some of these concerned themselves with the Afro-Cuban style of music and dance made popular by the movie Dirty Dancing. Most lead to one of today's most popular content management systems,...
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Core C++: A Software Engineering ApproachPrentice Hall, 2000
Master C++ the right way: From the software engineering perspective!

Build more powerful, robust, maintainable C++ software!
For developers with experience in any language, Victor
Shtern&rsquo;s Core C++ teaches C++ the right way: by applying the
best software engineering practices and methodologies to
programming...
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CompTIA Network+ Study Guide Authorized Courseware: Exam N10-005Sybex, 2012

	Todd Lammle's CompTIA Network+ Authorized Study Guide for the N10-005 exam!


	CompTIA's Network+ certification tells the world you have the skills to install, configure, and troubleshoot today's basic networking hardware peripherals and protocols. But first, you have to pass the exam! This detailed...
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